Can game design empower the public to collaborate on a massively-multiplayer scale?

Jane McGonigal, an innovator in the field of game design and game studies is included in the annual 2006 TR35 list, published in new issue of MIT’s Technology Review magazine.  The list features 35 of the top innovators in science and technology under the age of 35.

Jane McGonigal is a pioneer in the emerging field of Alternate Reality Games (ARGs) and recently completed a PhD in the field of performance studies at UC Berkeley. Her professional design practice and academic research bring together the fields of ubiquitous computing, computer-supported collaborative work, and game design to understand how play can create communities capable of extraordinary collective intelligence.

ARGs are massively-collaborative games that organize hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of players into cooperative problem-solving teams. They are high-tech “games without boundaries”, the first games designed for a ubiquitous computing culture. ARGs invite players to play both online and in the real-world, accessing game clues and collaborating in real-time via Wi-Fi, cell phone and PDAs, and GPS-enabled devices. McGonigal is the leading academic researcher of ARGs and one of the world’s first, and now, foremost ARG designers.

As a lead designer at 42 Entertainment, McGonigal designs game puzzles and missions that are based on key principles and architectures of distributed computing and social network theory. She specializes in community architecting, structuring digital gameplay experience so that it inspires collective, rather than competitive, participation. She was the lead community designer for 42 Entertainment’s 2004 I Love Bees project, the most widely played ARG to date and the recipient of numerous awards, including the 2005 International Game Developers Award for Innovation.

As a researcher, McGonigal performs ethnographic research on player communities to better understand how they approach and accomplish ARG challenges. In 2003, McGonigal published the first academic paper on the subject, identifying ARGs as a platform for real-world collaboration. Her research is widely credited with bringing the emerging genre to the attention of both academia and the mainstream game industry. Her early papers on ARGs, “This Is Not a Game” and “A Real Little Game”, are now among the most frequently assigned readings in game studies courses around the world.

She has honed her understanding of computer-supported collaboration through three years as a member of the Alpha Lab for Industrial Engineering and Operations Research at UC Berkeley, where her work focused on designing game play and interfaces for collaborative systems, such as a live remote-control system for human agents and a shared-used robotic web cam.

McGonigal also runs Avant Game, a game studies web site where she publishes her research and stages experimental games. Her research on collaboration and gameplay has been published in such diverse contexts as the proceedings from the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, NordCHI, ACM SIG Multimedia, and Modern Drama. She regularly speaks at major industry conferences, such as E3 and the Game Developers Conference; has been the keynote speaker for both academic conferences and fan gatherings; and consults for organizations such as the MacArthur Foundation; the Institute for the Future; the Independent Television Service; and Intel Research. 


